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Maths 
Maths this term will be a continuation of the deep, contextualized mastery 

approach to learning. We will look at statistics and data, to include line 

graphs, pie charts, Venn diagrams and a range of tables, as well as geometry 

and constant revisiting and refining of previously learnt skills. All of this will 

be hung around and embedded into real-life contexts to make explicit to the 

children why we are learning about it and what the real-world applications 

are. 

Science  

 
During this term pupils will be covering a Biology unit of work. They will be 

specifically looking at how nutrition, and diet can impact an athlete and also how 

the circulatory system works and the impact exercise has on it.  

Pupils will identify and name the main parts of the human circulatory system, 

and describe the functions of the heart, blood vessels and blood . They will 

complete a practical investigation to see for themselves how this works. 

With their new knowledge of diet and a balanced diet, pupils will be able to 

recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs and lifestyle on the way their bodies 

function  

Finally, to bring all of their learning together, they will  be able to describe the 

ways in which nutrients and water are transported within animals, including 

humans.  

History 

 
During this term pupils will be exploring the Ancient 

Greek Civilisation, their way of life and achievements, 

focusing on the Olympic Games. Pupils will develop an 

understanding of life at this time and the importance of 

the Olympic games through the historical analysis of a 

range of sources, such as pottery and the location and 

function of the remains of the site at Olympia. Pupils 

will develop a chronological understanding of how and 

why the Olympic Games developed and make 

comparisons with the modern Olympic Games we know 

today, in particular the events participated in by both 

men and women and the development of the modern 

Paralympics. Whist analysising sources they will identify 

what makes a source reliable or unreliable and knowing 

why this is important when understanding the past. 

Geography 

 
During this term pupils will learn 

about the location of Greece and 

it’s physical features—landscape 

and climate, to understand what 

life would be like for the Ancient 

Greeks. They will develop 

geographical skills such as map 

work, using a range of scales, 

photographic analysis, including 

aerial photographs and 

interpreting climate graphs in 

order for them to empathise with 

the Ancient Greeks life style 

choices. 

P.E 

• This term we will be building upon ball skills learnt in Year 5 

through cricket, rounders, netball and basketball 

• We will also be developing a range of athletic skills through a 

variety of track and field events.  

• Pupils will also be given opportunities to develop their 

leadership skills. 

Music 
Year 6: How are chords used in songs?  Using 

ukuleles as a class, Year 6 will learn to play 

single notes and chords to a range of popular 

English (Reading): 

Recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons 

for their choices; preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to 

perform, showing understanding through intonation, tone and volume so 

that the meaning is clear to an audience; identifying how language, 

structure and presentation contribute to meaning; explain and discuss 

their understanding of what they have read, including through formal 

presentations and debates, maintaining a focus on the topic and using 

notes where necessary. 

English (Writing): 
Spell some words with ‘silent’ letters; use morphology and etymology in 

spellings; write legibly, fluently and with increasing speed; noting and 

developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where 

necessary;  precising longer passages; proposing changes to vocabulary, 

grammar and punctuation to enhance effects and clarify meaning; 

ensure correct subject and verb agreement when using singular and 

plural, distinguishing between the language of speech and writing and 

choose the appropriate register; recognising vocabulary and structures 

that are appropriate for formal speech and writing, including subjunctive 

forms.  Using the perfect form of verbs; use hyphens to avoid ambiguity; 

use semi-colons, colons or dashes accurately. 

Art and 

Design 
Pupils will be exploring the 

visual elements through the 

topic of ’Dragons’. We will 

look at cultural symbolism 

and historical 

representation.   

  

• Understanding colour 

theory.  

• Experimenting with 

chalk, oil pastel, ink, 

pencils & paint.  

• Practicing techniques—

Sgrafitto, blending, 

layering, bleeding (salt 

& bleach) 

• Create a 3D final piece.  

R.E. 
This term we will be following the 

Worcestershire agreed syllabus, studying the 

question, ’ What matters most to Christians 

and Humanists?’  

PSHE 
RSE 

• Understanding reproduction in the context of the human lifecycle 

• Understanding the scientific aspects of conception and pregnancy 

• Roles and responsibilities of parents and carers 

Drugs, alcohol and tobacco education 

• Understanding the risks associated with different substances 

• Assessing and managing risks associated with these. 

French 
 

Communicate 

through questions 

and discussion. 

Use accurate 

pronunciation and 

intonation. 

  

Write at varying 

lengths for different 

purposes and 

audiences using the 

grammatical 

structures that they 

have learnt. 

 

Speak and write in 

full sentences using 

connectives and 

voicing opinions in 

the target language. 

Computing 
• We will be studying a range of every day computing skills, building on lessons learnt during 

remote learning. These include identifying the differences between a hard drive and our own 

personal One Drive accounts. We will look at saving documents in different formats and moving 

them between saved locations.  
• We will also look at simplifying code when programming to make it more efficient, as well as 

applying these programming skills in a range of different contexts to achieve different goals.  

and traditional melodies. They will develop 

understanding of chord symbols, chord 

progressions, pulse and rhythm as well as 

reinforce understanding of melodic shape.  

 


